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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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Title: simian.interface++
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
vested interest
Publisher:
vested interest
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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simian.interface walkthrough. simian interface secret

Having played this since its release on Itchio, I can recommend this game to players looking for a challenge, punishing rules, and
strict turn-based gameplay.

Playing Quarries of Scred is much like playing Chess against the dark bowels of the Earth, horrific subterranean species and
your own greed. Each move will lead to fortune and glory or a quick and messy death.

Dig deep, but beware the Quarries of Scred.. Played for 2 hrs, logged off and then forgot my login info. Can't get back in the
game.
Fail\/10. I wish there were star ratings or some way to give this a more neutral review. It's a good, well made game. And I can
see how it would be enjoyable and addictive to most people. It just didn't really interest me.

I played quite a few levels. Classic moving ball train shooting game. But I found it so frustrating. You have to constantly fire off
balls if you want to survive, but the ball train's movement becomes inconsistant as you shoot them off. Pausing, or moving
backwards, or shooting backwards in some cases. I know this is a purposely inbuilt game mechanic to make it challenging, but it
just annoyed me.

So if you love this style of game, go for it. I got my money's worth out of it.. The game looks good but for gameplay it's not
worth 0,99\u20ac even with coupon for -90% (which made it 0,10). The main menu music is loud and i mean loud and in game
the silence is annoying af. At least one gun sounds kinda like music when firing. Enemies do nothing but sit there while you
shoot them down.. Disney Infinity 2.0: Gold Edition is an improvement on both the first Disney Infinity and on the first game's
port. The combat is more enjoyable, the characters now have skill trees and generally have more options for exploring the
world, and the addition of Toy Box Games adds something to do for characters without playsets.

There's only three playsets in this version, though, based on The Avengers, Spider-Man, and Guardians of the Galaxy, and they
all play more or less the same, with Spider-Man being the best for having the best character and gameplay variety.

As for the port job, I encountered an odd bug a couple times during my Spider-Man playthrough, and the cutscenes are low-res,
but it's a technical improvement. It still lacks the online features and multiplayer like the first game, though.

Suffice it to say, if you liked the first one and want more of the same but with Marvel characters as well, you'll probably enjoy
this as well.. I thought I would get bored with this game fast, but I was wrong. The party mode is great for showing off VR to
groups of people. My kids love smashing buildings, cars, and eating people. The breath weapon is fun. I look forward to updates
that have you fight other Kaiju.. Cheap and good but don't expect much more than magic versus zombies.

Well this could easily be deemed a negative for the lack of content and the rail game play. Kind of a bite off HordeZ. But I am
going to say this is a buy to play once or twice or if you just want to blow off steam and kill some Zombies. This is good for
showing off to those new to VR, those who easily scare and at parties. For $.99 you really can't complain a whole lot. The
graphics look good, the attacks work, there were no bugs that I noticed, and instead of using guns you use magic attacks,i.e., the
"High Templar" name. There are temporary items like a shield and hammer that can be used upon recharging. The rail play may
still make some over sensitive to sickness a little queezy but it should be tolerable. The game play is slow. There is a video below
to show the first and only level. If the developer can add more interesting levels and bosses than this could be a nice rail shooter
like HordeZ. My rating for what is there is a 5\/10.

Video here and in 4k after processing. Enjoy.

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1138262732. Update for Review: The game finally runs in linux too,
there are still some quirks on my system (as in fullscreen stays black, in windowed mode it works like a charm). The game itself
is quite fun!

OLD VERSION: Installed the game in linux ... it just won't start at all ... only the window to select resolution and full-screen and
where you can change keybinds/controller settings ... but when you press OK, it just disappears and the game itself never starts
...
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the devs don't/won't fix this for some reason... (tried it on an ubuntu install on my 'gaming'-laptop; the windows version starts
without problems though... but i rarely run windows on my laptop). Do you either have a crappy laptop or nothing else to play to
pass the time?
Are you going to travel somewhere with little to no internet access?
Do you enjoy playing Mahjong?

If you answered "yes" to any of those questions, then you'll definitely enjoy playing this. Just don't come into it expecting
hentai, but some light-hearted suggestive anime girls in bikinis, given that you know how to play Mahjong, obviously.

I had fun, the music is catchy and they're not bad, but they get old pretty quickly as there's only about 5 songs.. I love this great
little game takes me back to my early years when games were basic and a certain amount of skill is involved. Like some of the
games on steam library they mostly focus on one player this one is better played with two
as I found it difficult to progress by myself, I highly recommend this game is played with a controller as somebody who has
historically used keys even I struggled with the pace of the game without a control pad.

the pixel art is very typical anime, bright colours and wacky hairstyles to match, the music can be a bit repetitive particular if
you get stuck on a level and have to hear the same tune over and over.

I can't comment much on the levels as I've probably only seen three the game play set out very similarly to a breakout or brick
breakout style of gameplay, in which players have to break bricks in order to progress through the levels
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What a waste of money, no servers, no single player missions. Just a rip off.. Well I have mixed feelings and don't know how to
vote on this one. It is what it is, old school action platformer and it do quite a good job and all in being that but in the end I feel
like have enough all that pixel, retro and over simplified games, it is little to simplified for my taste, I was hoping for juts little
more from this game.
It is not bad but also not great for me, now I probably should look at dead cells, hollow knight and ori for more modern and rich
platformers :). SO i'm glad i got this game on sale, as it defo isn't worth full price.

Plenty of hidden object scenes which is great however some of the items were difficult to see and an iguana was called amaga?
Also when clicking an item it wouldn;t register but then when i'm stumped using the hint button it shows the item i had
originally clicked. arghhhh.

Storylines okay i guess and arts pretty nice, but too many visual scenes which i wanted to skip and get on with it.

No idea about the pot puzzle, where you put a colour item in and then try and draw a shape, sometimes the shape wouldn't
register which i ended up skipping out of frustration.

Wasn't a very long game either.

. I keep getting digested.

Fun joke game... Don't expect to play it more than a couple of times.. Not bad. Definitely early release but blissfully free of
bugs.

The early game is a bit thin. It expands quite a bit when you advance to electric and steel. The UI is a bit rough but serviceable.

Some things that I had to look up: Hammer removes blocks, wrench removes equipment, powdered ores are made in an electric
crusher. Dirty water damages your health (I thought it was a bug).

There's a skeleton here for something impressive. It doesn't really hook me at this point but I haven't gotten to far in, didn't mess
with combat and I haven't tried out the multiplayer.. Brutally difficult. The game will do everything it can to make you hate
yourself, your life, and the game itself. Evil in every way.. SOOOOOO DISAPPOINTED...

This is an incoherent game. If you want to compare this with some very good indipendent 2d s**t, try out Doom & Destiny and
you will be able to say what a good indie RPG is...

what is the most important thing in a RPG?
simple: THE STORY.

A lot of lost potential here, the game starts in a pretty interesting way... the problems start when you have to go in the cathedral
to save "the innocent people"...

----------------- SPOILERS ---------------------

1)why the hell there's a mine under the church?

2)where the hell goes the main plot you are following since you resurrect? the guards of the prison decide to attack a cathedral
without any reason, you arrive there and everyone is already dead (in a mine under the cathedral obviously.................................)
and you only find some guards bubbling nonsense that attack you.... and there the plot evanishes... from now on the evil guards
of the prison disappear completely from the game... and without any sense and any narrative coherence, you find a medallion to
go back in time...............................
aaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAaaaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.....

3) why the hell there is a dragon at th end of th cathedral?

4)the guy with the green hairs.... why the hell he becomes a party member???? he wants to save from the bad prison guards the
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people of his village (already dead in the mine) and instead he helps you to go back in time to save your girlfriend.... what the
fffffFFFffFfFfFFfFffFfFFFF....

5)why the hell you kill the final boss first and after that his minion????

In the end, this game seems to start like a pretty cool 2d jrpg-style game... and when you are starting to think "oh my God this
game is pretty cool, I think it will take a lot of time to finish everything" everything end up in a rush... seems like the creators
started with a big idea but they lost interest in the project halfway... they finished the game just to finish it and threw it on the
store... not worth 5 euros... maybe 1... but you can find on the internet FREE rpgmaker games a LOT better than this stuff.....
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